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JERRY GREENBERG
UP CLOSE AND CANDID

TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY BYRICK FREHSEE

Twenty-five feet below the surface of vided material for photographic so
the clear waters off Bimini, in the Ba- journs and sketches. Additional fuel to

hamas, I watched a hooded figure in a the fire was provided by a collection of
black wetsuit and twin 72's hopping National Geographies featuring the ear
along the sandy bottom. With finless liest color underwater photographs by
feet he bounded like a moon walker, Longley and Martin, the Ralph Waldo
slowly circling a formation of pillar coral Miner articles with coral reef paintings
until the view was perfect through and theU/W adventures of William Beebe.
trained eyes. Not a grain of sand was Greenberg's parents had a winter
stirred to spoil the clear image. Just off residence on Miami Beach and as a
to the side was $20,000 under the sea: a teenager there he began to practice the

. half-dozen Nikonos cameras with cur- "new" sport of spearfishing along the
ious bulging lenses; four SLR's in alu- jetties. He also developed friendships
minum .and plastic housings; a couple with the local skin diving buffs. His first
of Rolleimarins; and a bevy of amphib- underwater photographs were made
ious strobes and light meters. After more from the surface of the pool at the Ca
than an hour and seven or eight rolls of bana Club through a glass bottom
exposed film he surfaced, glanced my bucket. After graduation from Miami
way, and with a sly grin proclaimed, Beach High, Greenberg spent two years
"Well ,kid, that's the way it's done." in the Army where he continued his pho-
. That was nearly ten years ago and tographic interests and library re

that was my introduction to Jerry Green- search. He attended the University of
berg, one of the most successful, Miami, upgraded his camera to a Leica,
knowledqeable, and controversial un- and with a new, 11 pound brass hous
derwater photographers in the busi- ing, began breath-holding photography
ness. The relationship, happily for me, dives in the Florida Keys.
has developed into friendship and mu- 1952 and 1953 were important years
tual trust, with Jerry often acting as in- for Greenberg's personal development.
formal advisor, critic and confidant. He learned how to use the Aqua-lung.

Greenberg's photographs do not With his Leica Standard camera and a
regularly appear in SKIN DIVER today Hektor 28mm f6.3 wide-angle lens (the
owing to his almost total concentration optical miracle of its day), he began to
on pUblishing. projects. As a result, new contribute photographs of spearfishing
readers may not be' aware of his many action to Nassau Magazine, and then,
accomplishments. Since the mid 1950's Leica and Argosy Magazines. He also
Greenberg has photographed free- contributed to a new magazine called
swimming sharks, penetrated under- SKIN DIVER including a cover photo
water caves, recorded endurance graph for the third issue (February,
dives, documented scientific submersi- 1952) and the. first underwater cover
bles and man-in-the-sea projects and (March, 1953).
performed hydrodynamic photo sur- Jerry was also spending important
veys for the U.S. Navy. He was creating time romancing his future wife, Idaz.
dramatic silhouettes, photographing This union produced three children who
night dives, using ultra-wide lenses and share an unusual adult relationship with
electronic flash, and experimenting with their parents and a "ma and pa" pub
fisheyes and multiple tlash techniques lishing team with an impressive record.
before most of us knew the meaning of Greenberg, working with Jordan Klein,
an f stop. In the 1960's Greenberg's also produced a series of quality under
photographs were published more often water housings. Later on. Jerry and Idaz
in National Geographic than any other independently produced high quality
freelance U/W photographer and today plastic and aluminum housings for Leica
he is considered by most professionals and Argus cameras under the Seahawk
to be the best in the world. label. Although the design is antiquated

Greenberg spent his formative years' by today's standards, inspection of one
in the Chicago suburbs. Shedd Aquar- of these housings reveals excellent

t
ium and the marine life exhibit at the workmanship and materials. A spin-off

, •.. Fieid Museum of Natural History pro- from the production of the Seahawk

_. t, __JerryGreenberg surrounded by a rreeuen of his photographic equipment.

housings was a field book on tech
niques, Underwater Photography Simpli
fied, which unintentionally put the
Greenbergs into publishing.

In January, 1962, Greenberg realized
a ten year dream with his-first full length
photo story for National Geographic on
Pennekamp Park. The two part, 32 page
feature entitled, "Key Largo, America's
First Underwater Park," and "Florida's
Coral City Beneath the Sea." paved the
way for numerous Geographic assign
ments. Two more features, "Sharks,
Wolvesof the Sea" and "Buck Island, Un
derwater Jewel," also provided plenty of
material for the soft cover books, Adven
tures of a Reefcomber; Shark, Fish Men
Fear; as' well as a photo-biography,
Manfish With a Camera. By now Jerry
had earned an international reputation
and with it came many assignments with
photo agencies, advertising firms, the
U.S. Navy, and prestige publications
around the world. .

Disillusioned with the limited market in
stock sales and assignments for under
water photographers, the Greenbergs
turned solely to self-publishing. Two
years were spent in the development of
their tirst full color book, The Living Beet,
Three and one-half years were spent in
the production of the lavish Guide /0
Corals andFishes, their best selling book
to date. In addition to the books there are
extensive series of posters, guide maps.
and postcards featuring the Florida
Keys, the Bahamas and the Caribbean.

Recently Jerry and Idaz and son
Michael, a budding 21 yearold photog
rapher/cinematographer, have com
pleted new guide maps on Bonaire, Co
zumel and the Florida Keys. Two books
are also in production, tentatively titled,
The Radiant Reef and Dangerous Marine
Animals. The whole family gets into the
act. While they have many additional in
terests, the two attractive daughters,
Mimi, 19,and Simba, 23, periodicallyap
pear as underwater and topside models
for the Greenberg publications.

While most readers are aware of their
many books and posters, it is not gener
ally knownthat the Greenbergs have pro
vided tremendous leadership in the
struggle for. photographer's rights.
Greenberg has battled some of the big
gest names in the pUblishing and media
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UP CLOSE AND CANDID
fields over misuse or unauthorized publi
cation of his pholographs, and as a re
sult, he is not universally loved by some
editors and publishers. Perhaps adding
to the controversy is his refusal to be in
Ihe limelight or to become a public per
sonality. He does not make public pres
entations. In crowds, which he avoids
most of the time, he can appear aloof and
perhaps even somewhat defensive. This
outward appearance is deceiving as pri
vately, while sometimes impatient and al
ways the perfectionist, he is also warm,
witty, and open to criticism.

This exclusive interview took place
during several informal conversations
with Jerry and Idaz at their spacious
South Miami home and was concluded
aboard his custom photo/dive boat for a
rare visit with Jerry and Michael on a
photo expedition in the Florida Keys. At
age 52 he is still an athlete in the water
and a master of U/W photographic tech
nique. Read on for a candid conversation
with one of the greatest.
SKIN DIVER: One of the most interesting
techniques that I have seen you use is
the "point and shoot" method of using a
Nikonos and wide field lens: you hold the
camera out at arm's length or half an
arm's length, and ignoring the view.
finder, start firing away. How did you de
velop that particular method?
GREENBERG: That's. tor taking advan
tage of grab shots or targets of opportun
ity. Things that happen quickly must be
anticipated, I prefocus the lens, usually
at two feet, and anticipate the field of
Vie,IN. The Cousteau people have been
dbing it with thei r movie cameras for
years. It works best with ultra-wide an
gles or fisheyes very close to the subject:
you just point and shoot.
SKIN DIVER: Your use of artificial light is
usually quite subtle. Very few of your
shots have heavy frontal lighting. How do
you achieve such a natural effect?
GREENBERG: You are referring to what
I call a "kiss 01 flash;" just enough flash to
fill in shadows and strengthen colors
without a heavy handed approach. It
takes years of work to anticipate exactly
what your lighting will do. After awhile
you know instinctively how to light a
scene. I read the overall background with
a light meter and go with it. I bracket my
shots only by moving my strobe in and
out. The real reason you don't see many
of my shots with full frontal lighting is be
cause I. usually throw them away.
SKIN DIVER: How did you get interested
in self-publishing?
GREENBERG: I felt it was a necessary
move. I just got tired of accepting sub
standard fees and misuse of my material.
I was fortunate to have good material left
over from my first National Geographic
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assignment for a book and then one thing
led to another. Selt-publishinq provides
unmatched satisfaclion and gives us
total control. It's our baby from concep
tion to printing - if it flops we take it on
the chin. If it is successful we can take
our bows and walk away with a jingle.
SKIN DIVER: Would you care to say how
many books you will sell this year?
GREENBERG: From January to January
we will do about 70,000 pieces, includ-
ing 30,000 books. . .
SKIN DIVER: You have had disagree
ments with numerous publishing houses.
Would you care to comment?
GREENBERG: I have no problems with
an editor or publisher who is ethical and
does what he says he'll do. When copy
righted material is used without permis
sion it is a violation of my rights and I have
every reason in the world to go after
them. What we are talking about here can
mean a lot of money. I was recently paid
$12,000 from a publisher for unauthor
ized publication of my material; that's
$12,000 hard cash. I don't mean to imply
that the publishing field is really any dif
ferent from most any other business. You
just have to look out for yourself, no one
else will. There's lots. of good honest
people in the business. National Geogra
phic has never done wrong by me, nei
ther has Golden Press. But when you are
young you are ripe for the picking and
there are plenty of wolves that will take
advantage of you. There always have
been and there always will be. You have
to be willing to say no and stick to your
guns. And you have to be ready to walk
away with nothing. It's part of maturity
and it's one thing that sets apart the men
from the boys.
SKIN DIVER: What part does Idaz play in
the business?
GREENBERG: She's totally involved. I
don't make a move without her. There is
no final word, we both agree on every
thing. specifically, she has authored all
our publications since the shark book
and she did the artwork for our fishes and
corals identification books and cards,
IOAZ GREENBERG:. We have our indi
vidual areas 01 expertise but there are
really no separate responsibilities. In the
beginning Jerry did most of the layouts
and now I do more. I have been a painter
and a silversmith for years and I guess I
am now a little better at handling the color
separations. It's a funny thing but we got
involved in this whole thing because it is
what we do best. But the techniques
were all self-learned and some of it I was
a little bit better at than Jerry and vice ver
sa. Fortunately one of us has always
been able to master whatever tech
niques or materials were necessary.
SKIN DIVER: And if you disagree?

IOAZ GREENBERG: Then we continue
our process of selection until we both
agree, It works fine in our business and in
our marriage as well.
SKIN DIVER: Do you think that it is some
what ironic that your best selling book,
The Waterproof Guide to Corals & Fishes,
doesn't have a single underwater
photograph? .
IOAZ GREENBERG: No, And that's just
the point. Artwork happens to work much
better for fish and coral identification, It's
whatever is best to get the job done.
Sometimes it's photographs, sometimes
art and sometimes words. If Jerry were
egotistical about his photography he
might not have been able to see that, but
we both realized that artwork would be
best.
SKIN DIVER: What do you have against
awards?
GREENBERG: Do they make me a bet
ter photographer?
SKIN DIVER: No, but they honor your
accomplishments.
GREENBERG: So what? If I can't take it
to the bank or it doesn't make me a better
photographer, what'Sthe point? I can ap
preciate a compliment, but I can meas
ure that in book sales. I don't need a tro
phy from a bunch of skin divers. I don't
mean that I'm putting down the public, on
the contrary, they are an important part of
my business, but most people aren't
aware 01 the intricacies of publishing or
the quality of printing, I will accept a
meaninqtul compliment from someone in
the publishing field, such as David Doug
las Duncan or lan Ballantine or Bill Gar
rett from Geographic.
SKIN DIVER: What about public
appearances?
GREENBERG: I'm not in show business.
I'm a photographer and a book. pub
lisher. Oh it's okay if you want to do it or
the next guy. If you're good at it, fine, It's
not that I couldn't do it, but if I agreed, it
would take a lot of time to prepare to do a
really good job. Actually I don't need it. I
don't like crowds. I'm basically a hermit.
SKIN DIVER:. What equipment do you
use in the field?
GREENBERG: Without the right equip
ment you're dead, but equipmentalone
won't ensure success. I suppose I have
more equipment than most 'underwater
photographers.
SKIN DIVER: I'd say so, Counting your
photo equipment, darkroom, boats,
compressors, dive gear, etc., I'd say it's
almost a quarter of a million dollar invest
ment - is that right?
GREENBERG: That's close. And that's
not all of it. It's expensive to be in Ihe pho
tography and publishing business. We
usually have $5,000 to $10,000 invested
in each book or project before the first



When Greenberg goes U/W, he is equipped for every type of photograph. Shown are Nlkon,oscameras
with extension tUbes and framers and wide-angie lenses, as weil as housed cameras and strobes.

nickel comes back.
SKIN DIVER: What kind of equipment do
you recommend for the serious amateur?
GREENBERG: Whatever works. For
some that might be a Nikonos with a
28mmor a 15mm lens. For others it might
be an SlR with a Wide-angle or a macro
lens in a housing. It depends on what
kind of pictures you want to take. No sin
gle camera or lens Will. do it all; you have
to decide what kind of image you want.
SKIN DIVER: What do you think about

the quality of most of the underwater pho
tographs published today?
GREENBERG: There are lots of good
close-ups, fish and coral photographs.
Anyone with a macro tube or a close-up
iens is potentially a fair marine life pho
tographer. There is very little good wide
angle work. Five to seven feet away you
begin to lose color - that can be han
dled by proper technique. But from a cre
ative stand point there is a lack of com
pelling, story-telling pictures, There are a

lot of good underwater photographers
today but not that many great ones.
SKIN DIVER: Are there some under
water photographers who inyouropinion
are doing good work?
GREENBERG: Paul Tzimoulis is a very
good photographer and publisher but
don't tell him I said that. Geri Murphy is
showing real promise. Jack McKenney is
a good all around photographer. Bill
Curtsinger Is very talented. Doug Faulk
ner is a real artist - very good on marine
life _ and David Doubllet is really doing
some fine work now. And, don't forget
Bates littlehale. You'll do well for your
self, that Is if you need the compliment.
Just don't start believing your own press
clippings.
SKIN DIVER: How's the number one
son doing?
GREENBERG: Michael has been con
tributing to our projects as a photog
rapher for some time now. He's become
very good with the Rolleimarin and some
of his fish portraits are as good as any of
mine. He's equipment crazy though and
he can't make up his mind whether to be
a photographer or cinematographer.
You've got to concentrate on one thing at
a time or you won't do anything well. You
can't serve two masters at one time.
SKIN DIVER: Are there any shortcuts
that you can offer to buddinq young
photographers?
GREENBERG: There really aren't any
shortcuts. It takes taste, talent, tenacity
and a lot of good breaks. Good taste is
necessary and most people just don't
have it. They don't know how to edit. You
have to be brutal. You've got to hate your
stutt when it is time to edit and most pho
tographers are in love with their stutf.
SKIN DIVER: How can you tell when you
are becoming a good photographer?
GREENBERG: When you can get rid of
your ego and evaluate honestly. After a
while the pace is not so frantic. Over the
years you begin to slow down, pay atten
tion, and really see for the first time. Your
head becomes an editing machine. You
begin to know instinctively what will work
and what won't. And you will know when
you have it. You can feel it in your bones,
see it in your mind's eye, know exactly
whatthe camera isseeing and what itwill
look like on film.
SKIN DIVER: Is there anything else you
would like to add?
GREENBERG: Just one thing. leave me
to my fishes and corals and go home and
write a good article. And leave out every
thing that's not important or interesting.
That's the one sin you cannot commit.
Don't be boring. You can never, ever af
ford to bore your reader. It's the unpar
donable sin. And (breaking intoa smile)
that kid, is the way it's done. _
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housings was a field book on tech
niques, Underwater Photography Simpli
fied, which unintentionally put the
Greenbergs into publishing.

In January, 1962, Greenberg realized
a ten year dream with his first full length
photo story for National Geographic on
Pennekamp Park. The two part, 32 page
feature entitled, "Key Largo, America's
First Underwater Park," and "Florida's
Coral City Beneath the Sea," paved the
way for numerous Geographic assign
ments. Two more features, "Sharks,
Wolves olthe Sea" and "Buck Island, Un
derwater Jewel," also provided plenty of
material for the soft cover books, Adven
tures of a Reefcomber; Shark, Fish Men
Fear; as well as a photo-biography,
Manfish With a Camera. By now Jerry
had earned an international reputation
and with it carne many assignments with
photo agencies, advertising firms, the
U.S. Navy, and prestige publications
around the world.

Disillusioned with the limited market in
stock sales and assignments for under
water photographers, the Greenbergs
turned solely to self-publishing. Two
years were spent in the development of
their first full color book, The LiVing Reef.
Three and one-half years were spent in
the production of the lavish Guide to
Corals and Fishes, their best selling book
to date. In addition to the books there are
extensive series of posters, guide maps
and postcards featuring the Florida
Keys, the Bahamas and the Caribbean.

Recently Jerry and Idaz and son
Michael, a bUdding 21 year old photog
rapher/cinematographer, have com
pleted new guide maps on Bonaire, Co
zumel and the Florida Keys. Two books
are also in production, tentatively titled,
The Radiant Reef and Dangerous Marine
Animals. The whole family gets into the
act. While they have many additional in
terests, the two attractive daughters,
Mimi, 19, and Simba, 23, periodicallyap
pear as underwater and topside models
for the Greenberg publications.

While most readers are aware of their
many books and posters, it is not gener
ally known that the Greenbergs have pro
vided tremendous leadership in the
struggle for photographer's righfs.
Greenberg has battled some of the big
gest names in the publishing and media
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vided material for photographic so
journs and sketches. Additional fuel to
the fire was provided by a collection of
National Geographies featuring the ear
liest color underwater photographs by
Longley and Martin, the Ralph Waido
Miner articles with coral reef paintings
and the U/W adventures of Wililam Beebe.

Greenberg's parents had a winter
residence on Miami Beach and as a
teenager there he began to practice the
"new" sport of spearfishing along the'
jetties. He also developed friendships
with the local skin diving buffs. His first
underwater photographs were made
from the surface of the pool at the Ca
bana Club through a glass bottom
bucket. After graduation from Miami
Beach High, Greenberg spent two years
in the Army where he continued his pho
tographic interests and library re
search. He attended the University of
Miami, upgraded his camera to a Leica,
and with a new, 11 pound brass hous
ing, began breath-holding phptography
dives In the Florida Keys.

1952 and 1953 were important years
for Greenberg's personai development.
He learned how to use the Aqua-lung.
With his Leica Standard camera and a
Hektor 28mrn f6.3 wide-angle lens (the
optical miracle of its day), he began to
contribute photographs of spearfishing
action to Nassau Magazine, and then,
Leica and Argosy Magazines. He also
contributed to a new magazine called
SKIN DIVER including a cover photo
graph for the third issue (February,
1952) and the first underwater cover
(March, 1953).

Jerry was also spending important
time romancing his future wife,Jdaz.
This union produced three children who
share an unusual adult relationship with
their parents and a "rna and pa" pub
lishing team with an impressive record.
Greenberg, working with Jordan Klein,
also produced a series of quality under
water housings. Later on, Jerry and Idaz
independently produced high quality
piastic and aluminum housings for Leica
and Argus cameras under the Seahawk
label. Although the design is antiquated
by today's standards, inspection of one
of these housings reveals excellent
workmanship and materials. A spin-off
from the production of the Seahawk

Twenty-five feet below the surface of
the clear waters off Bimini, in the Ba

hamas, I watched a hooded figure in a
black wetsuit and twin 72's hopping
along the sandy bottom. With finless
feet he bounded like a moon walker,
slowly circling a formation of pillar coral
until the view was perfect through
trained eyes. Not a grain of sand was
stirred to spoil the clear image. Just off
to the side was $20,000 under the sea: a
half-dozen Nikonos cameras with cur
ious bUlging lenses; four SLR's in alu
minum and plastic housings; a couple
of Rolleimarins; and a bevy of amphib
ious strobes and light meters. After more
than an hour and seven or eight rolls of
exposed film he surfaced, glanced my
way, and with a sly grin proclaimed,
"Well kid, that's the way it's done."

That was nearly ten years ago and
that was my introduction to Jerry Green
berg, one of the most successfui,
knowledgeable, and controversial un
derwater photographers in the busi
ness. The relationship, happily for me,
has developed into friendship and mu
tual trust, with Jerry often acting as in
formal advisor, critic and confidant.

Greenberg's photographs do not
regularly appear in SKIN DIVER today
owing to his almost total concentration
on publishing projects. As a result, new
readers may not be aware of his many
accomplishments. Since the mid 1950's
Greenberg has photographed free
swimming sharks, penetrated under
water caves, recorded endurance
dives,- documented scientific submersi
bles and man-in-the-sea projects and
performed hydrodynamic photo sur
veys for the U.S. Navy. He was creating
dramatic silhouettes, photographing
night dives, using ultra-wide lenses and
electronic flash, and experimenting with
fisheyes and multiple flash techniques
before most of us knew the meaning of
an f stop. In the 1960's Greenberg's
photographs were published more often
in National Geographic than any other
freelance U/W photographer and today
he is considered by most professionals
to be the best in the world.

Greenberg spent his formative years
in the Chicago suburbs. Shedd Aquar
ium and the marine life exhibit at the
Field Museum of Natural History pro-

Jerry Greenberg surrounded by a fraction of his photographic equipment.
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lot of good underwater photographers
today but not that many great ones.
SKIN DIVER: Are there some under
water photographers who in your opinion
are doing good work?
GREENBERG: Paul Tzimoulis is a very
good photog rapher and publisher but
don't tell him I said that. Geri Murphy is
showing real promise. Jack McKenney is
a good all around photographer. Bill
Curtsinger is very talented. Doug Faulk
ner is a real artist - very-good on marine
life ~ and David Doubilet is really doing
some fine work now. And, don't forget
Bates Littlehale. You'll do well for your
self, that is if you need the compliment.
Just don't start believing your own press
clippings.
SKIN DIVER: How's the number one
son doing?
GREENBERG: Michael has been con
tributing to our projects as a photog
rapher for some time now. He's become
very good with the Rolieimarin and some
of his fish portraits are as good as any of
mine. He's equipment crazy though and
he can't rnake up his mind whether to be
a photographer or cinematographer.
You've got to concentrate on one thing at
a time or you won't do anything well. You
can't serve two masters at one time.
SKIN DIVER: Are there any shortcuts
that you can offer to budding young
photographers?
GREENBERG: There really aren't any
shortcuts. It takes taste, talent, tenacity
and a lot of good breaks. Good taste is
necessary and most people just don't
have it. They don't know how to edit. You
have to be brutal. You've got to hate your
stuff when it is time to edit and most pho
tographers are in love with their stuff.
SKIN DIVER: How can you tell when you
are becoming a good photographer?
GREENBERG: When you can get rid of
your ego and evaluate honestly. After a
while the pace is not so frantic. Over the
years you begin to slow down, pay atten
tion, and really see for the first time. Your
head becomes an editing machine. You
begin to know instinctively what will work
and what won't. And you wili know when
you have it. You can feel it in your bones,
see it in your mind's eye, know exactly
what the camera is seeing and what it will
look like on film.
SKIN DIVER: Is there anything else you
would like to add?
GREENBERG: Just one thing. Leave me
to my fishes and corals and go home and
write a good article. And leave out every
thing that's not important or interesting.
That's the one sin you cannot commit.
Don't be boring. You can never, ever af
ford to bore your reader. It's the unpar
donable sin. And (breaking into a smile)
that kid, is the way it's done. _

the quality of most of the underwater pho
tographs published today?
GREENBERG: There are lots of good
close-ups, tish and coral photographs.
Anyone with a macro tube or a close-up
lens is potentially a fair marine life pho
tographer. There is very little good wide
angle work. Five to seven feet away you
begin to lose color - that can be han
dled by proper technique. But from a cre
ative standpoint there is a lack of com
pelling, story-telling pictures. There are a

When Greenberg goes UIW, he Is equlpped for every type of photograph. Shown are Nikonos cameras
with extension tubes and framers and wide~angle lenses, as well as housed cameras and strobes.

nickel comes back.
SKIN DIVER: What kind of equipment do
you recommend for the serious amateur?
GREENBERG: Whatever works. For
some that might be a Nikonos with a
28mm or a 15mm lens. For others it might
be an SLR with a wide-angle or a macro
lens in a housing. It depends on what
kind of pictures you want to take. No sin
gle camera or lens will do it all; you have
to decide what kind of image you want.
SKIN DIVER: What do you think about

IDAZ GREENBERG: Then we continue
our process of selection until we both
agree. It works fine in our business and in
our marriage as well.
SKIN DIVER: Do you think that it is some
what ironic that your best selling book,
The Waterproof Guide to Corats & Fishes,
doesn't have a single underwater
photograph?
IDAZ GREENBERG: No. And that's just
the point. Artwork happens to work much
better for fish and coral identification. It's
whatever is best to get the job done.
Sometimes it's photographs, sometimes
art and sornetimes words. If Jerry were
egotistical about his photography he
might not have been able to see that, but
we both realized that artwork would be
best.
SKIN DIVER: What do you have against
awards?
GREENBERG: Do they make me a bet
ter photographer?
SKIN DIVER: No, but they honor your
accomplishments.
GREENBERG: So what? if I can't take it
to the bank or it doesn't make me a better
photographer, what'S the point? I can ap
preciate a compliment, but I can meas
ure that in book sales. I don't need a tro
phy from a bunch of skin divers. I don't
rnean that I'm putting down the public, on
the contrary, they are an important part of
my business, but most people aren't
aware of the intricacies of publishing or
the quality of printing. I will accept a
meaningful compliment from someone in
the publishing field, such as David Doug
las Duncan or lan Ballantine or Bill Gar
rett frorn Geographic.
SKIN DIVER: What about public
appearances?
GREENBERG: I'm not in show business.
I'rn a photographer and a book pub
lisher. Oh it's okay if you want to do it or
the next guy. If you're good at it, fine. It's
not that I couldn't do it, but if I agreed, it
would take a lot oftirne to prepare to do a
realiy good job. Actually I don't need it. I
don't like crowds. I'm basically a hermit.
SKIN DIVER:, What equipment do you
use in the field?
GREENBERG: Without the right equip
ment you're dead, but equipment alone
won't ensure success. I suppose I have
more equipment than most underwater
photographers.
SKIN DIVER: I'd say so. Counting your
photo equipment, darkroom, boats,
compressors, dive gear, etc., I'd say it's
almost a quarter of a million dollar invest
ment - is that right?
GREENBERG: That's close. And that's
not ali of it. It's expensive to be in the pho
tography and publishing business. We
usually have $5,000 to $10,000 invested
in each book or project before the first

assignment for a book and then one thing
led to another. Self-publishing provides
unmatched satisfaction. and gives us
total control. It's our baby from concep
tion to printing - if it flops we take it on
the chin. If it is successful we can take
our bows and walk away with a jingle.
SKIN DIVER: Would you care to say how
many books you will sell this year?
GREENBERG: From January to January
we will do about 70,000 pieces, includ
ing 30,000 books.
SKIN DIVER: You have had disagree
ments with numerous publishing houses.
Would you care to comment?
GREENBERG: I have no problems with
an editor or publisher who is ethical and
does what he says he'll do. When copy
righted material is used without permis
sion it is a violation of my rights and I have
every reason in the world to go after
them. What we are talking about here can
mean a lot of money. I was recently paid
$12,000 from a publisher for unauthor
ized publication of my material; that's
$12,000 hard cash. I don't mean to imply
that the publishinq field is really any dif
ferent from most any other business. You
just have to look out for yourself, no one
else will, There's lots of good. honest
people in the business. National Geogra
phic has never done wrong by me, nei
ther has Golden Press. But when you are
young you are ripe for the picking and
there are plenty of wolves that will take
advantage of you. There always have
been and there always will be. You have
to be wiliing to say no and stick to your
guns. And you have to be ready to walk
away with nothing. It's part of maturity
and it's one thing that sets apart the men
from the boys.
SKIN DIVER: What part does Idaz piay in
the business?
GREENBERG: She's totally involved. I
don't make a move without her. There is
no final word, we both agree on every
thing. Specifically, she has authored all
our publications since the shark book
and she did the artwork for our fishes and
corals identification books and cards.
IDAZ GREENBERG:. We have our indi
vidual areas of expertise but there are
really no separate responsibilities. In the
beginning Jerry did most of the layouts
and now I do more. I have been a painter
and a silversmith for years and I guess I
am now a little better at handling the color
separations. It's a funny thing bUI we got
involved in this whole thing because it is
what we do. bsst.. But the techniques
were all self-learned and some of it I was
a little bit better at than Jerry and vice ver
sa. Fortunately one of us has always
been able to master whatever tech
niques or materials were necessary.
SKIN DIVER: And if you disagree?

fields over misuse or unauthorized publi
cation at his photographs, and as a re
sult, he is not universally loved by some
editors and pubushers. Perhaps adding
to the controversy is his retusal to be in
the limelight or to become a public per
sonaiity. He does not make public pres
entations. In crowds, which he avoids
most of the time, he can appear aloof and
perhaps even somewhat defensive. This
outward appearance is deceiving as pri
vately, while sometimes impatient and al
ways the perfectionist, he is also warm,
witty, and open to criticism.

This exclusive interview took place
during several informal conversations
with Jerry and Idaz at their spacious
South Miami home and was concluded
aboard his custom photo/dive boat for a
rare visit with Jerry and Michael on a
photo expedition in the Florida Keys. At
age 52 he is still an athiete in the water
and a master of U/W photog raphic tech
nique. Read on for a candid conversation
with one of the greatest.
SKIN DIVER: One of the most interesting
techniques that I have seen you use is
the "point and shoot" method of using a
Nikonosand wide field lens: you hoid the
camera out at arm's length or half an
arm's length, and ignoring the view
finder, start firing away. How did you de
velop that particular method?
GREENBERG: That's for taking advan
tage of grab shots or targets of opportun
ity. Things that happen quickly must be
anticipated. I prefocus the lens, usually
at two feet, and anticipate the field of
view. The Cousteau people have been
doing it with their movie cameras for
years. It works best with ultra-wide an
gles or fisheyes very close to the subject:
you just point and shoot.
SKIN DIVER: Your use of artificial light is
usually quite subtle. Very few of your
shots have heavy frontal lighting. How do
you achieve such a natural effect?
GREENBERG: You are referring to what
I call a "kiss of flash;" just enough flash to
fill in shadows and strengthen colors
without a heavy handed approach. It
takes years of work to anticipate exactly
what your lighting will do. After awhile
you know instinctively how to light a
scene. I read the overall background with
a light meter and go with it. I bracket my
shots only by moving my strobe in and
out. The real reason you don't see many
of my shots with full frontal iighting is be
cause I usually throw them away.
SKIN DIVER: How did you get interested
in self-publishing?
GREENBERG: I felt it was a necessary
move. I just got tired of accepting sub
standard fees and misuse of my material.
I was fortunate to have good material left
over from my first National Geographic
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